Thursday, April 7 - Sunday, April 10, 2016

__#1__ Workshop I: An Integrated Neuroanatomical Approach to Acupuncture Using the Very Point Technique and Trigger Point Needling - Joseph Audette, MA, MD (Audio or Sync PP)

__#2__ Workshop II: Integrated Medicine and TCM Acupuncture ~ Moxibustion for Common Diseases - Francisco Lozano, MD, PhD (Audio or Sync PP)

__#3__ Plenary: Acupuncture, Connective Tissue & Peripheral Sensory Modulation - Helene Langevin, MD (Audio, Sync PP, or Video)

__#4__ Plenary: Segmental Anatomy ~ Considerations for Further Acupuncture Research - Thomas Ots, MD (Audio, Sync PP, or Video)

__#5__ Plenary: Pediatrics and the Five Phases of Attention Deficit Disorder - Narda Robinson (Audio, Sync PP, or Video)

__#6__ Plenary: One Health, One Acupuncture - Jessica Rychel DVM, CCRP (Audio, Sync PP, or Video)

__#7__ Plenary: Auricular Causative Diagnosis ~ Finding the Root of the Disease - Nadia Volf, MD, PhD (Audio, Sync PP, or Video)

__#8__ Plenary: Integrative Theory of the Five Phases - David Miller, MD, LAc (Audio, Sync PP, or Video)

__#9__ Joseph M. Helms Founder’s Lecture: ACUS 2016: The Nellis Project - Joseph M Helms, MD (Audio, Sync PP, or Video)

__#10__ Research Paper Winner: Current Provision of Intrapartum Acupuncture by Independent Acupuncture Practitioners in the UK - David Carr, MBBS, DipMedAc, MSc (Audio, Sync PP, or Video)

__#11__ Plenary: Laser Acupuncture: A Neuromodulatory and Regenerative Treatment - Peter T Dorsher, MD (Audio, Sync PP, or Video)

__#12__ Plenary: Somatoautomatic Pathways Regulating Acupuncture Effects in the Gastrointestinal Tract - Toku Takahashi, MD, PhD (Audio, Sync PP, or Video)

__#13__ Breakout: Pediatrics and the Five Phases of Well Child Care - Rey Ximenes (Audio or Sync PP)

__#14__ Breakout: Using Ultrasound to Understand Acupuncture. Looking Beneath the Surface - Helene Langevin, MD (Audio or Sync PP)

__#15__ Breakout: One Health, One Acupuncture - Jessica Rychel DVM, CCRP (Audio or Sync PP)

__#16__ Breakout: Segmental Anatomy ~ How Much Does It Change Our Acupuncture Therapies? - Thomas Ots, MD (Audio or Sync PP)

__#17__ Breakout: Integrative Theory of the Five Phases - David Miller, MD, LAc (Audio or Sync PP)

__#18__ Breakout: Auricular Causative Diagnosis ~ Finding the Root of the Disease - Nadia Volf, MD, PhD (Audio or Sync PP)

__#19__ Breakout: Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses - Remy Coeytaux, MD, PhD (Audio or Sync PP)

__#20__ Breakout: Coding/Billing - Sam Collins (Audio or Sync PP)

__#21__ Breakout: Laser Therapy - Peter T Dorsher, MD (Audio or Sync PP)

__#22__ Breakout: Navigating the Health Insurance Terrain: Rules, Benefits, Precautions, and Helpful Hints for Maximizing Acupuncture Benefits - Marilyn Allen (Audio or Sync PP)

__#23__ Breakout: Neuroanatomic Treatment Techniques Based on Research Evidence for Human and Veterinary Patients - Narda G Robinson, DO, DVM, FAAMA (Audio or Sync PP)